PRESENTING THE 9TH ANNUAL

February 25 - March 6, 2022

A homegrown, true-Tacoma community event built
to showcase the best independent films from the
Pacific Northwest and beyond.
#DCITYFF2022

2022 PROGRAM GUIDE
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Feature Film Prgram
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NARRATIVE FEATURES

EVERYTHING IN THE END

LUDI

Dir. Mylissa Fitzsimmons | 74 min, USA

Dir. Edson Jean | 81 min, USA
English, Haitian Creole, Spanish with English subtitles

A story of a lonely traveler who finds human connections
during the final days of Earth's existence.

Desperate to send money to her family back in Haiti,
hardworking and exhausted nurse Ludi Alcidor spends a
chaotic day battling coworkers, clients, and an impatient
bus driver as she chases the American dream in Miami’s
Little Haiti neighborhood.

LANDLOCKED
Dir. Timothy Hall | 81 min, USA
A man reunites with his estranged, transgender parent
as they journey to scatter his late mother's ashes off
the Georgia coast.

#DCITYFF2022
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NARRATIVE FEATURES

QUEEN OF GLORY
Dir. Nana Mensah | 79 min, USA
Ghanaian-American Sarah is all set to abandon her Ivy
League doctoral program to follow her married lover across
the country. Her plans are derailed, however when her
mother's sudden death leaves her the owner of a
neighborhood bookshop in the Bronx.

#DCITYFF2022
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DOCUMENTARY FEATURES

ANCHOR POINT

NO VISIBLE TRAUMA

Dir. Holly Tuckett | 91 min, USA

Dir. Marc Serpa Francoeur, Robinder Uppal | 99 min, Canada

ANCHOR POINT is a documentary film about women
changing the culture of firefighting on our nation’s public
lands. It’s a story told through the eyes of wildland
firefighters Kelly Martin and Lacey England, whose careers
have been forged by grit and perseverance. They’re deeply
connected to the lands they protect and determined to
build an equitable workplace, free from discrimination and
assault.

In the midst of a global uprising against police violence and
systemic racism, NO VISIBLE TRAUMA examines a deeply
troubled police department and reveals the devastating
consequences of unchecked police brutality. Despite its
relatively low crime rates, recent years have seen the Calgary
Police Service shoot and kill more people than officers in any
other Canadian city, and more than either the New York or
Chicago police departments in 2018. Five years in the making,
the film unravels the intertwined stories of three individuals
who were the victims of extreme violence at the hands of
police officers. From the kidnapping and beating of a young
immigrant from Ghana, to the fatal shooting of an unarmed
man during a wellness check, the film exposes a criminal
justice system that fails to hold police officers accountable for
their actions.

#DCITYFF2022
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DOCUMENTARY FEATURES

THE SOUND OF US
Dir. Chris Gero | 118 min, USA
Music is the sound of truth, the sound of hope. It is the
sound of unity and courage. During this critical time in
history, the profound truth remains that music is the
great, universal language. THE SOUND OF US chronicles
a series of wide-ranging, diverse stories that exemplify
the power of music and the triumph of the human spirit.

#DCITYFF2022
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SENIOR PROM
Dir. Luisa Conlon | 14 min, Documentary (USA)
At their annual “senior prom”, a community of trailblazing
LGBTQ+ retirees celebrate life, love, and legacies of
resistance.
SAFE PASSAGE
Dir. Heidi Hanson | 20 min, Documentary (USA)

THE BEAUTY PRESIDENT
Dir. Whitney Skauge | 22 min, Documentary (USA)
In 1992, at the height of the AIDS pandemic, activist Terence
Alan Smith made a historic bid for president of the United
States as his drag queen persona Joan Jett Blakk. Today,
Smith reflects back on his seminal civil rights campaign and
its place in American history.
GUADALUPE MARAVILLA AND THE SOUND OF
HEALING
Dir. Rafael Salazar, Ava Wiland | 10 min, Documentary (USA)
Sculptor, performer, and sound healer Guadalupe Maravilla
combines his personal experiences as a formerly
undocumented immigrant and cancer survivor with
indigenous knowledge to create new rituals for healing.

In 2019, an enormous rock slide devastated the summer’s
salmon run on the Fraser River in British Columbia, Canada.
In 2020, during the global pandemic, a massive effort was
underway to change that. SAFE PASSAGE explores the
importance of wild salmon and offers an in-depth look at the
efforts taking place to ensure that this historic run survives.
THE QUEEN OF BASKETBALL
Dir. Ben Proudfoot | 22 min, Documentary (USA)
She is one of the greatest living women’s basketball players.
3 national trophies. Scored the first basket in women’s
Olympic basketball at the ‘76 Olympics. Drafted to the NBA.
But have you ever heard of Lucy Harris?
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TIM TRAVERS AND THE TIME TRAVELERS PARADOX
Dir. Stimson Snead | 19 min, Narrative (USA)
It is called the Time Travelers Paradox. In which a scientist
creates a Time Machine and kills their younger self. So now a
man who should not- can not- exist, somehow does. That is the
Paradox, and Paradoxes are impossible.

SWIPE
Dir. Anthony Sneed | 5 min, Narrative (USA)
A delinquent teenage boy learns a valuable lesson about
growing up.
AFFAIRS OF THE ART
Dir. Joanna Quinn | 17 min, Animated (UK, Canada)
How many obsessions can one family have? In Joanna Quinn
and Les Mills’ AFFAIRS OF THE ART, we reconnect with
Beryl, the working-class heroine who not only reveals her own
obsession with drawing but exposes the addictions of her
eccentric family, which include pickling, screw threads and
pet taxidermy.

BABATOURA
Dir. Guillaume Collin| 11 min, Narrative (Canada)
French with English subtitles
Benoit and Catherine, a couple in their late twenties, go to his
parents’ house for dinner. It is with surprise and apprehension
that they learn that the whole family is invited for supper and
that the evening may not go as planned!
THE NIGHT PASSENGER
Dir. Josh Bowman | 27 min, Narrative (USA)
Marty is going through a crisis and is hanging on by a thread.
After discovering a man tied up in his trunk things go from
bad to worse. Worse being a psychopathic Irishman who joins
Marty on a journey through the city of LA.

SHORTS PROGRAMS
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HONOR THY MOTHER
Dir. Lucy Ostrander | 31 min, Documentary (USA)
HONOR THY MOTHER tells the untold story of Bainbridge
Island’s Indipino community. Descended from Indigenous
mothers and Filipino fathers, the Indipinos reflect on their
lives growing up mixed race with no sense of belonging in
either culture. Their stories reveal the effect historical trauma
had on their childhood as the children of mothers who
attended Canadian Indian residential schools.
SWIPE RIGHT FOR EMOTIONAL BAGGAGE
Dir. Shelby Smout | 7 min, Narrative (USA)
Lillian and Sam are on a first date where their romance
blossoms until they reach the ever-looming topic of the
emotional baggage they each carry. They unpack their
pasts to see if they have a future together.
WHEN THE STORM PASSES
Dir. Luke W.R. Sarabacha, Benjamin D. Sarabacha | 8 min,
Narrative (USA)
“Then, in one moment, she put forth the charm of woven
paces and of waving hands, and in the hollow oak he lay as
dead, and lost to life and use and name and fame. Then
crying ‘I have made his glory mine, ‘ and shrieking out ‘O
fool !’ the harlot leapt adown the forest, and the thicket
closed behind her, and the forest echo’d ‘fool.'”

SLOW MOVING HOUSES
Dir. Mischa Jakupcak | 8 min, Narrative (USA)
While a man is in the midst of an existential crisis, a
mysterious young girl appears and leads him into a future he
can’t imagine for himself, forever altering the course of his
life.
MIKE SIZZER | A CHAIR WRESTLING DOCUMENTARY
Dir. David Over | 7 min, Narrative (USA)
Meet Mike. He wrestles chairs. And yeah, he’s pretty dang
good at it.
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LIFE IS A GIFT
Dir. gloria joy kazuko muhammad | 3 min, Documentary
(USA)
what does it mean to be liberated? to be free? for yourself
and those you love? in “life is a gift,” mu knowles (born &
raised on the hilltop in tacoma, wa) takes us on a journey
through these questions. this film was co-directed by gloria
joy kazuko muhammad and mu knowles as a part of the
iMPACT LENS Narrative Justice HILLTOPIA Film
Fellowship.
WHAT THE WOOD WANTS TO BE
Dir. Danny Hoffman, Lynn M. Thomas & Michael Sanderson
| 7 min, Documentary (USA)
A mill in northwest Washington specializes in finding the
guitars in felled trees, discovering what the wood wants to
be.
SQUATCH MAN
Dir. Hanna Mae | 13 min, Narrative (USA)
A clueless man is determined to hunt down the Sasquatch
he believes kidnapped his father. However, Bigfoot isn’t the
only animal in the woods.

THE BLACK STONEFLY
Dir. Cody Lewis & Marc Rotse, 19 min | Documentary (USA)
Gian Lawrence is a fly fisherman and outdoorsman with a
unique origin story. Growing up in Puyallup and Tacoma’s
Hilltop, he fell into a life of crime, violence and destitution
until a near-death experience opened his eyes and his soul to
the outdoors and a sport largely inaccessible for young black
men like himself, fly fishing.
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TANGO BODY ~ A LOVE STORY
Dir. Philip Kan Gotanda & Chelsea Eng, 10 min, Narrative
(USA)
A dreamscape milonga. An intimate embrace. A quirky trip into
new terrain. Argentine tango, the walking dialogue of infinite
possibility, is re-envisioned as a physically integrated partner
dance: an interplay of legs, feet – and wheels – in this visually
stunning film. A heartening affirmation of freedom, of unity in
diversity. (milonga – an Argentine tango social dance venue)
ALL THAT WAS NEW IS OLD AGAIN
Dir. Jason Biehner | 7 min, Narrative (USA)
An experimental film utilizing outdated technology
questioning and exploring the impact of our tech heavy
lifestyles on the rest of the world.
JACK THE RADIO: CREATURES
Dir. Justin Zimmerman | 3 min, Music Video (USA)
Jack confronts creatures both real and imaginary on an
extraordinary visual animated roller coaster, created with
some of the comic world’s finest artists. Jack emerges
triumphant, reborn – and the singer of the best band
around to boot.

INK
Dir. AJ Fuller | 3 min, Narrative (USA)
INK is a narrative about the anxiety of starting a creative
project, facing the anxiety head-on, and emerging from a dark
place to a state of acceptance.
IS THIS FOREAL
Dir. TJ Walker | 3 min, Music Video (USA)
Sometimes, life begs the question - is this foreal?
AN APPROACHING WORLD
Dir. Andy Motz | 3 min, Narrative (USA)
An experimental film reflecting on the journey so many queer
people, take from rural to urban, from unsafe to safe, and
from storm to shelter in search of liberation.
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RED GATE SESSIONS
Dir. Marvin Glover | 17 min, Documentary (USA)
Modeled after the video series NPR Tiny Desk, the film
shows an intimate performance of select material from
Tacoma musician Marvin Glover spanning his career in a
stripped-down set, and an intimate setting.
DEMAND ME FOR THE RECKONING
Dir. Dean Moss | 14 min, Narrative (USA)
Japanese with English subtitles
A woman contemplates cross racial rage from a cocoon of
sexual bliss, in “demand me for the reckoning”. With its sober
inquisition spoken in Japanese, this short experimental work
juxtaposes a surface of fleshy intimacy, with fragments of
monster movies and molecular imaging, to excavate her
lover’s layers of internalized oppression.
SQUEEZE
Dir. Adam Mehr & Mario Tofano | 11 min, Narrative (USA)
Awakened from his routine by a mysterious operatic song,
Curtis must decide whether the voice calling him is an
invitation or a snare.
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MYRTLE
Dir. Patricia McCormack, 16 min, Narrative (UK)
Myrtle is preparing her ingredients, she sure knows what she’s
doing, she has, after all, been practicing but something’s not
quite right. As her composure unravels, we learn that 21 grams
is all that separates life from death.
THE OTHER BORDER
Dir. Justin Zimmerman, 8 min, Documentary (USA)
THEREFORE, SOCRATES IS MORTAL
Dir. Alexandre Isabelle | 13 min, Narrative (Canada)
French with English subtitles
Facing the climate crisis, Louise, a philosophy teacher, turns
words into action.

High school student Gerardo was arrested by ICE in Ohio,
spent almost 2 months in prison and is scheduled to be
deported. THE OTHER BORDER is his American story, told
through intimate interviews and shot exclusively on 8mm and
16mm film.

BLUNT
Dir. Hisonni Mustafa | 20 min, Narrative (USA)

AMERICANIZED
Dir. Erica Eng, 17 min, Narrative (USA)

An interracial lesbian couple attempts to ease the racial
tension between them and their parents using the power of
straight talk and a little bit of cannabis.

Growing up in Oakland’s hip-hop culture, Eng struggles with
her Chinese American identity. To her high school basketball
team, she’s just that girl who sits on the bench; but to the
Asian kids she’s “Americanized.” As her sophomore year of
high school comes to an end, Eng tries to find a sense of
belonging within the two worlds that don’t accept her.

NOVENARIO
Dir. Alberto Triana | 20 min, Narrative (USA)
With the passing of her grandfather, Adrianna struggles to
find her identity as a Hispanic woman and reconnect with
her estranged family.

DESTINY CITY FILM FESTIVAL 2022
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SPECIAL EVENTS

Led by filmmaker, festival programmer and journalist
Bears Rebecca Fonté, this free panel is designed to
share tricks of the trade when it comes to writing horror.
Join us (online) on February 27 at 1pm PST to hear our
special guests’ unique insights on the lucrative world of
genre filmmaking. Panelists to be announced soon!

DCFF loves local, and you should too! Fall in love with local
films at our March 4th Common Ground screening at the
Blue Mouse Theatre. That’s right – in person! We’ll be
showcasing our carefully-curated selection of nine
Evergreen (locally-produced) short films. Come discover new
talent, make new connections and celebrate the
achievements of local filmmakers.

Join us for a special in-person screening of THE SOUND OF
US, the award-winning documentary Harper’s Bazaar calls
“Rousing Ode to the Healing Power of Music.” Featuring
interviews with Patti Smith, Bettye LaVette, Jason Mraz,
Sarah McLachlan and more, THE SOUND OF US weaves
inspirational stories about the beauty and goodness of
music, showing how music heals us, gives us hope for the
future through our children, keeps our legacy and history
alive, allows us to have the hardest conversations, sheds
light on current struggles and continues to invite us to
return to the thing that unites us all.

DESTINY CITY FILM FESTIVAL 2022
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SPECIAL EVENTS

At DCFF, we aim to engage our community and ignite
conversations that extend beyond the world of film. This
year, in partnership with SHARE, Pongo Poetry Project,
and Underground Writing, DCFF is honored a host to
screening of the short film IN BETWEEN along with a
conversation by community members involved in
programs that support King and Pierce counties’
incarcerated and other underserved communities.
Written by a student in the Screenwriting Program at
the Washington Corrections Center for Women, IN
BETWEEN (directed by Lindy Boustedt) is based on a
true story. Through the lens of a what-if.
It’s the late-1980s and Lisa, a biracial teenager having
just moved to Seattle from London, is forced into a new
world when she is segregated to a different school from
her white sister. But when she meets a welcoming student
at orientation, everything changes.

